
 

 

From: Steve Lugge [mailto:steve@elpower.com.au]  
Sent: Thursday, 29 October 2015 4:44 PM 

To: Kelly, Theo 
Cc: Griffin, Luke; Chadwick, Richard; Paul.Anderson@turkslegal.com.au; 'Andrew Cooper' 

Subject: RE: Notification of Exclusive Dealing N98399 & N98400 granted in favour of Gerard Lighting 

Pty Limited [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED] 

Hi Theo, 

I have read Gerard’s new submission date 22/10/15 and make the following comments: 

Market Definition 

1. Of the Elpower Groups sales of Magnetic Control product, more than 50% of our sales are in 

HID (High Intensity Discharge) Gear for lamps of 250W, 400W, 1000W, 1500W and 2000W 

for which there is not an effective replacement range from Electronic Control Gear Suppliers.  

2. In fact Australia’s biggest supplier of Electronic control Gear is substantially reducing its 

current, already limited, range of electronic HID gear which only covered the smaller 20W-

150W by announcing its pull back from this market. This is from the Tridonic email dated 

21/10/15: “As a result of the shift to LED technology and the declining demand for HID 

products as a result of this, Tridonic is discontinuing the bulk of this control gear range as of 

April next year.” See Attached announcement 

3. As discussed in earlier correspondence, Australian legislation has meant that Fluorescent 

magnetic ballast are primarily sold for replacement via the reseller market. To change to an 

electronic ballast on location means redrilling to accommodate the larger foot print and a 

total rewiring of the fitting, as you need to bypass the starter and capacitor, needed for a 

magnetic ballast to operate. As you can imagine, this is not the preferred option for a 

contractor on site at the top of ladder fixing a sign or maintaining a multi-story building. 

They will typically carry magnetic ballasts and electronic ballasts and only replace like with 

like. 

4. If CMP believed that Electronic control gear was so interchangeable with magnetic product 

why have they not excluded Gerard’s from buying electronic control gear (which they have 

insisted Gerard do with competitors Magnetic control gear see Original Notification “Nature 

of restriction of supply”)? The fact that CMP have not done this tells you they do not fear 

Gerard substituting electronic gear for the reseller market as they are separate markets. 

5. As I am sure the ACCC is aware, the Harmonized Tariff System referred to by Gerard’s is not 

controlled by Australia at all, but is an internationally standardized system developed 27 

years ago and maintained by the World Customs Organization, an independent 

intergovernmental organization based in Brussels which is standardized for the needs of 

over 200 countries and therefore has no relevance to what constitutes “The Market” for this 

Notification in Australia! 

Those affected by this agreement, CMP, Gerard Lighting, Elpower, and most importantly the 

customers, all have one thing in common. That is, if this agreement stands, their access to the 

Magnetic control gear market will change drastically (with no change to the electronic 

market).These facts and our earlier information help further define the market to be affected by this 

agreement as only “Magnetic control gear”. Electronic control gear will not be able to compete in 

the areas affected by this agreement.  

14-22% Price Rise notice given to the Market in September 2015 (One month after the notification 

was approved) 

6. CMP’s justification for this massive price rise is hard to comprehend as any exchange rate 

change has been more than offset by a drop in the raw material cost. For example, Grade A 

cathode Copper, a major raw material component, has actually DROPPED by 2% in AUD 



 

 

terms (down 30% in USD) from NOV13 to now. And the steel is similar, due to the huge 

down turn in demand from China. So with these facts, and the original claim that the 

exclusive deal will reduce costs, how can CMP justify such a huge price rise? (See graphs 

attached) 

7. The assertion that CMP has not had a price rise since November 2013 is incorrect. On placing 

our first full container load order on CMP in early July this year, after CMP purchased 

Tridonic NZ, CMP advised us they needed to review our pricing. We received a price rise on 

two items before the notice and the other item (the major volume) we were told would 

remain the same.  Now, two months after the exclusive deal we receive a 13% increase on 

this Item as well, even after we were told the margin was ok in July?? 

The original Notification had to address key market concerns to the ACCC 

Point 4 Public Benefit Claim 

The key points made by Gerard and CMP of cost savings and better distribution have been proven 

incorrect with prices going up significantly and the access to product by customers reduced by 

reducing from Gerard and Elpower prior to the agreement to only Gerard after the agreement 

Point 5 Market definition 

We have stated our case for the market to be defined as Magnetic lighting control gear and 

supported it with facts proving the majority of competitors listed by Gerard’s are not significant in 

this market. Customers had very few option to purchase their magnetic control gear from before this 

arrangement and have even less after it is in place. 

Point 6 Public Detriment 

The claim of no Public detriment cannot be sustained, as customers received a 14-22% price rise 

within weeks of the deal and are being forced to change from their chosen supplier while losing one 

of the major competitive supply options in this market. 

I reassert our claim that this deal is not in the public interest and is anticompetitive. 

Kind Regards, 

Steve Lugge 

Director 

Elpower Pty. Ltd. 
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